
Managing an efficient supply chain and an ever-growing 
number of supply chain partners is a major challenge 
Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences companies struggle to tackle 
in the highly regulated industry they belong to.

Easily track products with an end-to-end integrated 
solution that prevents inconsistent or duplicated data. AXP365 
Pharma Supply Chain Management™ has been specifically 
designed as a fully integrated solution with the purpose of 
serving the interests of pharmaceutical companies that care 
about increasing process efficiency.

The risk of endangering patients is eluded by an enterprise 
solution that increases operational responsiveness to 
changes and reduce human error deriving from manually 
entering data. Our solution complies with Good Automated 
Manufacturing Practice (GAMP) standards aiming to ensure 
the highest quality product and therefore the patient’s safety.

With true end-to-end visibility into supply chain operations 
and utmost accuracy in terms of operational performance, 
transparency and reliability will be enhanced and conscious 
decision-making processes will increasingly be triggered.

RESILIENT, AGILE AND 
TRANSPARENT SUPPLY 
CHAIN OPERATIONS

Designed for the 
Pharmaceutical and Life 
Sciences Industries 

Comprehensive Support of All 
Supply Chain Management 
Processes 

Digitalize your Supply Chain 
with a Single Iintegrated 
Solution 

Optimized to Ensure Product 
Quality 

Maintains Safety and Accuracy 

Fully Compliant with Highly 
Regulated Industries

Full Product 
Traceability and 
Control over Processes 
through a Supply 
Chain Management 
solution providing 
a comprehensive 
overview previously 
given by the 
coexistence of separate 
ERP, LIMS, and MES 
systems.
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RESILIENT, AGILE AND 
TRANSPARENT SUPPLY CHAIN 
OPERATIONS

Preconfigured Out-of-the-box 
Solution

GAMP Compliance Helps 
Increase Satisfaction for All of 
Your Customers

Full Control Over All Your 
Supply Chains with Transparent 
Ability to Track Every Unit in All 
Locations

Constantly Enriched with New 
and Dedicated Features

KEY BENEFITS
Ensure Trust in 
Product Quality 

Increase trust in Product Quality for all the stakeholders 
involved in the supply chain and reduce product waste 
through end-to-end visibility. Increase Trust between 
supply chain partners using a common platform on 
which they all have end-to-end visibility.

Conscious Decisions Manage interoperable data points coming from the 
interaction of multiple supply chains along with being 
able to act as a key driver of conscious business 
decision-making processes.

Increase Your 
Process Efficiency

By automating manual or paper-based processes, 
which besides being time-consuming practices, would 
otherwise lead to committing mistakes. Guarantee the 
timely and accurate flow of information through a fluid 
system of transparency and real-time awareness.

Strengthen Your 
Ability to Track

Monitor and track sub batches and containers. Sample 
in all locations and isolate them if faulty or damaged.

Ensure Compliance Reduce the burden of audits and inspections with 
immutable record-keeping while simultaneously 
adhering to GAMP standards that improve your 
reputation and promote best practices on behalf of the 
patient’s safety.

Full traceability, 
end-to-end 
sub batch 

management Advanced Production 
Control, Advanced 

Warehouse Management, 
Weighing & Dispensing, 

Advanced Quality 
Management

Full Label 
Management, Integration 

with Warehouse 
Management, Integration 

with External Labeling 
Printing Systems

Electronic 
signature fully 
compliant 21 
CFR Part 11
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